IC Task Force Meeting Minutes

Fall 2015

0900 – 1000

November 6, 2015

Room CBA 204

Present: Josh Arnold, Lori Brown, Risto Moisio, Rod Smith, Chanwit Phengpis

Ex Officio: Robert Chi, Jay Grosflam

Recording Secretary: Jay Grosflam

1. Meeting called to order at 0903.
2. M/S/P Approval of minutes for the September 4, 2015 meeting 0907.
3. M/S/P Recommend to Faculty Council to maintain the current journal point system.
4. M/S/P to change rankings from Elite, HQ+, HQ, Q, S and Other to categories identified by Roman numerals where I, II, III, IV, V, and Other.
5. Agreed to work to reduce the number of journals on the journal list from the current 623 journals to a more manageable list by removing journals that faculty do not regularly publish in. Target completion date is early next semester for each department to complete this project. Robert Chi to provide a list of all journals in which faculty have published in the last 10 years.
6. Agreed to assemble a list of Practitioner journals per department. Discussed situations where the same journal could appear on both the Academic and Practitioner lists.
7. M/S/P that journal rankings need to use both quantitative and qualitative methods to keep the human element in the decision.
8. Robert Chi to provide journal listing with the previous H & G indexes as well as the new H & G for informational use and comparison.

Meeting adjourned at 1012.

These minutes have been approved.